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Hart Attack Cristin Harber 2014-11-18 Outside of Titan Group, there are few people that Roman Hart would die for. He’s a soldier, a protector, and he’s haunted that one of the people he should’ve been able to protect didn’t let him. That was years ago, and now a hardened heart and a cocky attitude are his impenetrable shields, until one woman—one challenge—drives him to distraction. On the outside, Beth Tourne has it all. Luxury car, gorgeous condo, and a job partying with the rich and famous. It’s a plush CIA cover, but she wants more. Anything for an adrenaline rush that can override her guilty numbness and let her forget the tragedy she never saw coming. Their scars make them perfect operatives. Their mirrored pasts give them deep, wounded reasons to stay alone. But the more they ignore the tension, the more vulnerable they become. Survival means trust. In one another, behind closed doors, and on the job. The only way they’re making it out alive is if they find peace while waging a war. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison’s Creed Westin’s Chase Gambled Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop’s Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redempton Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance
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Dreamers of the Day
Mary Doria Russell 2008-03-11
A schoolteacher still reeling from the tragedies of the Great War and the influenza epidemic travels to the Middle East in this memorable and passionate novel “Marvelous . . . a stirring story of personal awakening set against the background of a crucial moment in modern history.”—The Washington Post

Agnes Shanklin, a forty-year-old schoolteacher from Ohio, has come into a modest inheritance that allows her to take the trip of a lifetime to Egypt and the Holy Land. Arriving at the Semiramis Hotel just as the 1921 Cairo Peace Conference convenes, she is freed for the first time from her mother’s withering influence and finds herself being wooed by a handsome, mysterious German. At the same time, Agnes—with her plainspoken American opinions—is drawn into the company of Winston Churchill, T. E. Lawrence, and Lady Gertrude Bell, who will, in the space of a few days, redraw the world map to create the modern Middle East. As they change history, Agnes too will find her own life transformed forever. With prose as graceful and effortless as a seductive float down the Nile, Mary Doria Russell illuminates the long, rich history of the Middle East with a story that brilliantly elucidates today’s headlines.

Savage Secrets
Cristin Harber 2014-02-24
When the past is impossible to ignore, love may be the only way to survive. Caterina Cruz has no home. No loyalties. No objection to exacting torturous revenge. Her life's mission is to destroy the terrorist who murdered her family. Then she steps into an elaborate game of charades alongside a Titan Group operative posing as an arms dealer—and her newlywed husband. The sexy distraction may be more than she can handle. Attacked with a psychedelic drug weeks before, Rocco Savage is plagued with hallucinations that threaten his new rank as Titan's second-in-command. No one knows and he wants to keep it that way. Throwing him further off his game, he now has a wife with her own secrets he can't crack and an agenda he can't control. Their mission—an elaborate deception of heated glances and passionate kisses—spins out of control. With Rocco's mind already compromised, can he keep his secret and his distance? And with Caterina's tragic past controlling her every move, can she keep the con up long enough to secure her revenge? Or will both go down in flames? The Titan Series:
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Only for Him Cristin Harber 2015-02-24 Grayson Ford and Emma Kinglsey—close since they were kids, opposites in every way. He’s the stuff high school crushes are made of, Mister Popular, and captain of every team. She’s artsy, cute, and not in his league, though fully aware of Summerland’s I Dream of Dating Grayson Ford support group. I can’t say no. The girl’s had my heart since before I knew it went missing. He hides a life of hell. His father hates him, his mother’s gone. Emma is his only savior, yet she doesn’t know her power over him. She’s the only girl he wants, the only one he could ever tell—though he won’t. I’m stronger, bigger, more of a man than he’ll ever be, but because I ruined his life, I’ve taken his crap, his attacks, the vulgar nature of his existence. Until she discovers Gray’s embarrassment, his humiliation. Emma fights for him, for a chance. They’re a Cinderella story that she believes impossible. But as the layers peel back, it’s just a guy who needs a girl in order to keep breathing. My mind is already doodling Mrs. Grayson Ford in imaginary notebooks. He has no clue where my head is at... But, given that I didn’t see what just happened coming, maybe I have no clue where his head is at either. Only for Him is the first of four books in the Only series.

Jax Cristin Harber 2017-10-10 Seven is an enigma. A motorcycle club princess. The daughter of a notorious gangster. The best friend of the deputy mayor. A coffee shop owner. The single mom of two young, adopted children. She’s colorful, in every way possible—from her attitude to her piercings and bright pink hair—and she’s a woman on a mission with the power to help broker a clean break between a powerful motorcycle club and a South American drug cartel. But not all players are ready for the game to change, including the ones she can’t see like the CIA. Jax Michaelson has a bad attitude and a good shot. The former Navy SEAL has been on Titan’s problem list for running his mouth since the day he showed up for work, but he does a hell of a job, and they’d never let him go. Call him cocky, that’s fine, because then you’d have to admit he’s the best at anything and everything—except diplomacy. When Titan is forced into the seedy drug world filled with cartel glitz and Harley-riding MCs, Seven and her family become an unexpected bargaining chip right after she and Jax find a way to stand each other—in bed. Will friends become lovers? Or are they too far gone to be opposites that attract? Is Jax nothing but a bad boy who leaves her hoping for a military hero when the burden of living as Mayhem royalty backfires and her children disappear.

Sweet Girl Cristin Harber 2014-07-07 Nicola Hart grew up under the heels of her older brother and his sexy best friend, Cash Garrison. Years of ignoring her spark with Cash has transformed their friendship into a slow burning sizzle. One night with him could ruin everything ... or could be more than she ever dreamed.
Cash has tried to ignore her for years: those innocent eyes and her smile that screams kiss-me-if-you-dare. But when his hard partying ways get old and everyone at school is interested in Nicola, it's time to stake a claim. To make Nicola his girl, no matter the risks, and hold the hand of the one he really loves.

Noah  
Cristin Harber 2017-12-05  
Fall in love with seven sexy and irresistible soldiers who find their courage and heart tested like never before in the battle for love! This multi-author collaborative series of contemporary romance novels is brought to you by bestselling authors Barbara Freethy, Roxanne St. Claire, Christie Ridgway, Lynn Raye Harris, Julia London, Cristin Harber and Samantha Chase. You won't want to miss a single one!  
NOAH Navy SEAL  
Noah Coleman knows how to do two things well: underwater demolition and hand-to-hand combat. So renewing his enlistment is a no-brainer until he receives a message about his cousin's aggressive terminal cancer. A quick trip home confirms the worst, which means his niece Bella will become his responsibility.  
Elementary school guidance counselor Teagan Shaw has known Bella since her son announced the two were best friends. The shy little girl is also on Teagan’s radar because of Bella’s early signs of gifted aptitude. But Teagan is more concerned about the military man thrust into the role of single parent. While Noah adjusts to civilian life and Eagle’s Ridge, he and Teagan begin forging a friendship. But Teagan has a secret, a shadowy figure from her past who is intent on returning to torment her. Don't miss any of the sexy soldiers! Ryder (#1) - Barbara Freethy  
Adam (#2) - Roxanne St. Claire  
Zane (#3) - Christie Ridgway  
Wyatt (#4) - Lynn Raye Harris  
Jack (#5) - Julia London  
Noah (#6) - Cristin Harber  
Ford (#7) - Samantha Chase  

Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever  
7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don't miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder - Barbara Freethy  
Adam - Roxanne St. Claire  
Zane - Christie Ridgway  
Wyatt - Lynn Raye Harris  
Jack - Julia London  
Noah - Cristin Harber  
Ford - Samantha Chase  
Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under - Anna Bishop  
Barker Deja Vu - Cristin Harber  
Bullets and Bluebonnets - Jessie Lane  
Edge of Temptation - Gennita Low  
Downtime - Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane  
Target of Mine - ML Buchman  
Never Mine - Megan Mitcham  
Twisted Desire - Sharon Kay Rescued Heart - Tarina Deaton  
Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Delta, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler.
small town romance, washington state, water, river, athlete, exhusband, single mom, strong mom

Winters Heat Cristin Harber 2014-09-22 Titan Series - Large Print - Book 1First Book in Titan Series by New York Times Bestselling Author: Large Print EditionAfter putting her life on the line to protect classified intelligence, military psychologist Mia Kensington is on a cross-country road trip from hell with an intrusive save-the-day hero. Uninterested in his white knight act, she’d rather take her chances without the ruggedly handsome, cold-blooded operative who boasts an alpha complex and too many guns.

Colby Winters, an elite member of The Titan Group, has a single objective on his black ops mission: recover a document important to national security. It was supposed to be an easy in-and-out operation. But now, by any means necessary becomes a survival mantra when he faces off with a stunning woman he can't leave behind.

When Titan's safe houses are compromised, Colby stashes Mia at his home, exposing his secret—he's the adoptive father of an orphaned baby girl. Too soon, danger arrives and Mia lands in the hands of a sadistic cartel king with a taste for torture. As hours bleed into fear-drenched days, Colby races across the globe and through a firestorm of bullets to save the woman he can't live without.

The Velvet Hours Alyson Richman 2016-09-06 From the international bestselling author of The Lost Wife and The Garden of Letters, comes a story—inspired by true events—of two women pursuing freedom and independence in Paris during WWII. As Paris teeters on the edge of the German occupation, a young French woman closes the door to her late grandmother’s treasure-filled apartment, unsure if she’ll ever return. An elusive countesman, Marthe de Florian cultivated a life of art and beauty, casting out all recollections of her impoverished childhood in the dark alleys of Montmartre. With Europe on the brink of war, she shares her story with her granddaughter Solange Beaugiron, using her prized possessions to reveal her innermost secrets. Most striking of all are a beautiful string of pearls and a magnificent portrait of Marthe painted by the Italian artist Giovanni Boldini. As Marthe’s tale unfolds, like velvet itself, stitched with its own shadow and light, it helps to guide Solange on her own path. Inspired by the true account of an abandoned Parisian apartment, Alyson Richman brings to life Solange, the young woman forced to leave her fabled grandmother's legacy behind to save all that she loved.

Sweet One Cristin Harber 2016-03-31 Cash is alive. But who knows how bad he's hurt. There was an explosion, and he won't wake up. It's the phone call the any Titan wife dreads, and the one that brings Nicola Garrison to her knees in tears. Crying and praying for Cash to wake up, she has one secret to tell him and now it might be too late. “I’m pregnant. You’re going to be a daddy.” Practicing the words a million times didn’t matter if he wasn’t coming home from his job. In her rush to save him, she lets down her guard. One slip. One tiny mistake. That is all it takes to let years of protecting her identity fall apart. Her time in witness protection, then at the CIA is called into question by someone who has the power to end her life—and the baby she’s carrying. As the game of shadows and spooks, mobsters and goons comes back to hunt Nicola, survival takes on new meaning—protecting her baby, her husband, and her life—forcing her to make a choice that would kill her anyway in the end. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam - Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no
reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler
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Echoes at Dawn Maya Banks 2012-07-03 Grace Peterson is desperate, in hiding, and on the run after escaping a shadowy group determined to exploit her extraordinary ability to heal others. Her only lifeline--an unerring telepathic ability she shares with her sister--has been severed, leaving her alone and vulnerable. And time is running out... Enlisted to bring Grace home is Rio, relentless member of the KGI. He's unprepared for his reaction to this wounded, damaged woman, and he's fiercely determined to protect her from those who nearly destroyed her. In Rio, she finds a safe haven, and for the first time...hope. But the mission is far from over. The danger Grace has eluded is fast closing in. And now it's pitching two lovers toward an unfamiliar horizon, with no place left to hide.

Garrison's Creed Cristin Harber 2013-12-27 GARRISON'S CREED is a romantic suspense, military romance novel by New York Times bestselling author Cristin Harber. A SPY RUNNING FOR HER LIFE Nicola is an injured CIA agent on the run from a failed undercover operation. Her escape plan shatters when she slams into the man who buried her a decade ago. Cash Garrison. Her first and only love. Now, sexier than her best memory and cradling a sniper's rifle, he has questions she can’t answer. Why was she alive? And armed? AND THE MAN SHE COULD NEVER SEE AGAIN Cash is an elite member of a black ops organization, The Titan Group. He thought Nicola died his senior year of college and swore off love to focus on a decade of military missions. But when she shows up behind enemy lines, bleeding out and wielding a weapon, his heart and mind are unsure how to proceed. BATTLE BETRAYAL TO SAVE THEMSELVES Titan and the CIA join forces to uncover a mole hidden in a network of international terrorists and homegrown mobsters, teaming Cash and Nicola again. They fight old wounds and re-ignite sparks while closing in on a double agent. When disaster strikes, Nicola’s hidden past makes her the hunted target and Cash’s best kill shot may not be enough to save them. "5 out of 5! One sentence: Titan boys set panties on fire." -Literary Sweet "4.5 stars and Crowned Heart of Excellence. Absolutely gripping and intense, so sit down and enjoy the fast-paced ride." InD'Tale Magazine "Yes, is this a second chance romance, but it has circumstances and plot twists like no other I have ever read." Kame Book Review "If you love military/romantic suspense, if you
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The Protector  Cristin Harber 2019-12-31
Jane Singleton stumbled her way into the perfect nannying job. She cared for the sweetest little boy, adding a sense of ordinary into the eccentric billionaire family—until the family is abducted. Chance Evans has a simple code. Do what’s right and don’t ask for trouble. Until the Thane family abduction, he’d never struggled with a mission... or found himself attracted to a woman he doesn’t understand. Thrown together in a fight for their life, Jane and Chance dodge the enemies they can see, questioning who else wants them dead.

Chased  Cristin Harber 2013-12-09
Jenny Chase has loved Asher McIntyre, her best friend's older brother, since she first laid eyes on him. But their flirting over the years never progressed as well as his career. He's the Asher McIntyre, Mr. Rising Star Politician, the congressman who is soon to be the senator to New York State. He holds a spot on every magazine's most handsome, most powerful, and most unattainable list. All while Jenny has followed her acting dream, waiting for her big break. Asher McIntyre has never had time for a serious relationship. Work is too demanding. But he's also never stopped thinking about Jenny. When a stalker with a political agenda focuses on her, Asher can't play the role of disinterested buddy any longer. The sparks are too strong, and his alpha gene is provoked. He wants her under his arm and in his bed. But can two hearts on opposite career paths survive while Asher's enemy seeks to take them both down? "Couldn't put this series down. I read the entire thing back to back over a couple of days and can't wait to read more of Cristin Harber." -Amazon Reader

"Holy Hotness Batman!! The characters, chemistry, the tie in with the Titan Group and the sex... just WOW! I really think Harber's writing gets better with each book." -Naughty Book Snitch

"What's better than a Cristin Harber military romantic suspense?? Not much! I have read ALL her books, some more than once and she never disappoints. Ever. Five stars again to my new fav romantic suspense author!!" -Amazon Reader

"There is SO much story packed into this novella that it makes you feel like you're reading a full length book." -Amazon Reader

"I just finished Book #5 in the Titan Series. Cristin Harber is a great author. Read the series - you won't be disappointed. I can't wait for the next in the series to be released!" -Debbie B.

series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance, love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read Loving Simone Jessica Tilles 2009-02-01 From the outside, Simone has the perfect life and family. However, the inside tells of a different story. After ten years of being the faithful, dutiful wife and mother, Simone desperately struggles with releasing the hidden desires of pleasure she can't seem to get from her husband, causing her to turn to self-fulfillment and outside influences. Jackson is too busy focusing on the women who work for him, self indulgence, and sticking his pole in every hole, rather than his wife. Darius is every woman's dream and has had a crush on Simone since he was a teen. When their paths cross, all of Simone's inhibitions are released and finally someone is Loving Simone.

Delta: Redemption Cristin Harber 2017-07-25 “My name’s Victoria—No last name. Don’t ask.” That was all that the woman would share when Delta team’s expert trigger man, an Australian named Ryder, pulled her from the pits of a human trafficking nightmare and took the gun from her hand. He didn’t mean to steal her revenge but survival was the priority. Now that Victoria was home? She had a past he was trying to understand while keeping a secret from her that might tear her apart. But he’s not the only one. When she goes missing, Delta team discovers that Victoria No Name was a one-woman vigilante force, taking on whoever crossed her path, from gun runners to a drug pushing motorcycle club. She was exactly who Ryder thought she might be, and now he was coming in to help—whether she wanted backup or not.

The Survivor Cristin Harber 2020-07-31 Ten years ago, against the advice of the most influential people in the world—her family—Amanda Hearst walked away from her security detail. She wouldn’t allow another person to risk their lives to save hers. Hagan Carter wants the truth about the mystery woman who works with Titan Group. Her lethal moves and skilled evasion fuel a volatile attraction. Their past should stay buried, and their future is impossible unless the couple risks their lives to understand why they can't be together.

The Titan Series Cristin Harber 2014-06-06 This boxed set of The Titan Series, military romance and suspense, contains books 1-5: Winter's Heat, Garrison's Creed, Westin's Chase, Gambled, & Chased. WINTER'S HEAT After putting her life on the line to protect classified intelligence, military psychologist Mia Kensington is on a cross-country road trip from hell with an intrusive save-the-day hero. She'd rather take her chances without the ruggedly handsome, cold-blooded operative who boasts an alpha complex and too many guns. Colby Winters, an elite member of The Titan Group, has a single objective on his black ops mission: recover a document important to national security. It was supposed to be an easy in-and-out operation. But now, by any means necessary becomes a survival mantra when he faces off with a stunning woman he can't leave behind. When Titan's safe houses are compromised, Colby stashes Mia at his home, exposing his secret—he's the adoptive father of an orphaned baby girl. Too soon, danger arrives and Mia lands in the hands of a sadistic cartel king with a taste for torture. As hours bleed into fear-drenched days, Colby races across the globe and through a firestorm of bullets to save the woman he can't live without. GARRISON'S CREED Nicola is an injured CIA agent on the run from a failed undercover operation. Her escape plan shatters when she slams into the man who buried her a decade ago. Cash Garrison. Her first and only love. Now, sexier than her best memory and cradling a snipe's
rifle, he has questions she can't answer. Why was she alive? And armed? Cash is an elite member of a black ops organization, The Titan Group. He thought Nicola died his senior year of college and swore off love to focus on a decade of military missions. But when she shows up behind enemy lines, bleeding out and wielding a weapon, his heart and mind are unsure how to proceed. Titan and the CIA join forces to uncover a mole hidden in a network of international terrorists and homegrown mobsters, teaming Cash and Nicola again. When disaster strikes, Nicola's hidden past makes her the hunted target and Cash's best kill shot may not be enough to save them. WESTIN'S CHASE Jared Westin knows his reputation and likes it. He gets the job done. No emotion. No baggage. That's why his elite ops company, The Titan Group, is better than the best. They complete projects classified as mission impossible. And then, in walks a woman as tough as she is sexy. His counterpart in every way, should he choose to admit it. Ousted undercover ATF agent Lilly Chase only answers to "Sugar." Jared is the only man who can see past her leather-and-lipstick demeanor, and that revelation is terrifying. She was fired for helping Titan on a questionable arrest she should've ignored, then partnered with Jared's rival on an assignment in Afghanistan. Saving Sugar isn't a normal rescue operation. It pits Titan against its rival, Jared against his nemesis. Chasing Sugar's heart isn't a simple task, either. She fights him, fights them, always ready to run. Jared must risk his life to save her—the woman whose bravado and surprising sweetness has given him the one thing he never had. Love. GAMBLED Brock Gamble's epic fall from the Titan Group labeled him a traitor, then his wife walks out the door. Can the couple survive if the only chance of redemption is a fall further into a world of guns and kidnappings? CHASED Jenny Chase and Asher McIntyre: can two hearts on opposite career paths survive while Asher's enemy seeks to destroy them both? The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don't miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder - Barbara Freethy Adam - Roxanne St. Claire Zane - Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military, romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance,
love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read, box set, bundle, boxed set

**Only Forever** Cristin Harber 2015-05-18

The fourth and final installment of the Only series. Must be read in order. There comes a time when Emma must face the secret she kept from Grayson. But she never thought it would be while she stood on stage at Emerald’s. The seconds she has to convey that her life is in danger are lost in the devastation that she sees rip through him. But there’s more on the line than just Emma’s safety. There’s the danger that brought Titan’s Delta team in to the strip club in the first place. A threat that’s too close to home, too close to the family, the daughter and woman Grayson plans to claim. A love story like Grayson and Emma needs a forever love, and somehow they’ll find their way to her fairytale.

**Seduction and Sapphires** Liliana Hart 2019-01-10

**This novel was previously published as CADE**

Cade MacKenzie is prepared to give his life to destroy the cartel that killed his lover. Bayleigh Scott has no idea who her new neighbor is, only that her body is drawn to him in ways she can’t explain, and the danger that surrounds him isn’t the deterrent she knows it should be.

**The Savior** Cristin Harber 2019-12-17

A man loses the woman he intends to marry. A woman loses her best friend. Retired Army Captain Liam Brosnan and US Marshal Chelsea Kilpatrick are forced to question what they know about a murderer that forces them together. Uncertain connections from Liam’s military career rope them into a cloak-and-dagger investigation that offers more questions than answers. Being duty-bound while in the throes of grief is a dangerous mixture. They struggle with unexpected sparks of passion and question their loyalty to a woman they loved while a murderer closes in on his next target. Will the explosive solace Liam and Chelsea find in one another lead to a love neither expected? Or will it blind them to looming danger and death? THE SAVIOR is a standalone romantic suspense novel.

**The Titan Series: A Military Romance Sampler** Cristin Harber

CHAPTER SAMPLER of three bestselling military romance novels (WINTERS HEAT, GARRISON’S CREED, WESTIN’S CHASE) and two bestselling novellas (GAMBLED and CHASED). The sampler includes the first few chapters of each book. It's an easy way to see if you like the series before you buy it. WINTERS HEAT After putting her life on the line to protect classified intelligence, military psychologist Mia Kensington is on a cross-country road trip from hell with an intrusive save-the-day hero. Uninterested in his white knight act, she’d rather take her chances without the ruggedly handsome, cold-blooded operative who boasts an alpha complex and too many guns. Colby Winters, an elite member of The Titan Group, has a single objective on his black ops mission: recover a document important to national security. It was supposed to be an easy in-and-out operation. But now, by any means necessary becomes a survival mantra when he faces off with a stunning woman he can’t leave behind. When Titan’s safe houses are compromised, Colby stashes Mia at his home, exposing his secret—he’s the adoptive father of an orphaned baby girl. Too soon, danger arrives and Mia lands in the hands of a sadistic cartel king with a taste for torture. As hours bleed into fear-drenched days, Colby races across the globe and through a firestorm of bullets to save the woman he can’t live without. GARRISON'S CREED Nicola is an injured CIA agent on the run from a failed undercover operation. Her escape plan shatters when she slams into the man who buried her a decade ago. Cash Garrison. Her first and only love. Now, sexier than her best memory and cradling a sniper’s rifle, he has questions she can’t answer. Why was she alive? And armed? Cash is an elite member of a black ops organization, The Titan Group. He thought Nicola died his senior year of college and swore off love to focus on a decade of military missions. But when she shows up behind enemy lines, bleeding out and wielding a weapon, his heart and mind are unsure how to
proceed. Titan and the CIA join forces to uncover a mole hidden in a network of international terrorists and homegrown mobsters, teaming Cash and Nicola again. They fight old wounds and re-ignite sparks while closing in on a double agent. When disaster strikes, Nicola’s hidden past makes her the hunted target and Cash’s best kill shot may not be enough to save them. WESTIN'S CHASE Jared Westin knows his reputation and likes it. He gets the job done. No emotion. No baggage. That’s why his elite ops company, The Titan Group, is better than the best. They complete projects classified as mission impossible. And then, in walks a woman as tough as she is sexy. His counterpart in every way, should he choose to admit it. Ousted undercover ATF agent Lilly Chase only answers to “Sugar.” Jared is the only man who can see past her leather-and-lipstick demeanor, and that revelation is terrifying. She was fired for helping Titan on a questionable arrest she should’ve ignored, then partnered with Jared’s rival on an assignment in Afghanistan. Distance and danger do nothing to change her feelings. When she’s left on the side of a mountain to die, an unexpected ally comes forward, and might open her heart. Saving Sugar isn’t a normal rescue operation. It pits Titan against its rival, Jared against his nemesis. Chasing Sugar’s heart isn’t a simple task, either. She fights him, fights them, always ready to run. When she becomes a pawn in a game of collateral damage, Jared must risk his life to save her—the woman whose bravado and surprising sweetness has given him the one thing he never had. Love. GAMBLED Brock Gamble’s epic fall from the Titan Group labeled him a traitor, then his wife walks out the door. Can the couple survive if the only chance of redemption is a fall further into a world of guns and kidnappings? CHASED Jenny Chase and Asher McIntyre: can two hearts on opposite career paths survive while Asher’s enemy seeks to take them out?

Black Dawn Cristin Harber 2015-07-14 What happens when nothing is as it seems? Lexi Dare is on a one-woman mission to stay alive. Both at home and at work. Because how did she end up with a ring on her finger and an abuser in bed as she readies to hit the high point in her career? Everything should be perfect. Amazing job. Handsome fiancé. It’s all a disaster. Parker Black is the brains behind Titan Group, an elite security firm. In his world, everything is ordered and controlled, except what he feels for his buddy’s girl. Something in her eye screams for help, but he has no idea what. When Lexi disappears, Parker realizes what he should have known. The lines blur between friendships and work, and they must find each other to survive a terror attack that only Lexi can stop. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison’s Creed Westin’s Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London

Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel,
romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military, romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance, love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read, hacker romance, computers, hacking, love triangle, abusive lover, leaving a bad relationship, finding the right love

**Delta: Revenge** Cristin Harber 2016-04-26 A Tortured Hero with a Heart of Gold Growing up on the streets of Rio de Janeiro, Javier Almeida has only his older sister to protect him. When she’s sold to a human-trafficker, he vows to hunt down those responsible. Years later, Titan Group’s Delta team finds him, tattooed and brawling, a vigilante protector with information they want. They take him in and train him, working him harder than a man should be driven, until he’s a soldier harboring an obsession. Ready for revenge, Javier ghosts his way across the globe, tracking the men who took his sister and working elite private security jobs. Meets Sweet and Sassy Jilted at the altar, Sophia Cole turns the reception into a one-woman party. She’s intent on devouring all the cake and champagne, so she can bask in the calories she’s been avoiding. In the midst of the revelry, he walks in, the one man she can never ignore. Javier is her older brother’s black ops teammate—an automatic Do Not Go There. But if there’s one thing better than fondant and a buzz to ease the wounds of a cheating fiancé, it might be a one-night stand with a South American military man. Game Changer Javier didn’t expect to see Sophia again. He never thought he would even want to see her again. He shouldn’t have touched her, but his mind won’t stay away from her. Now, Sophia Cole is thousands of miles away from the safety of her parents’ lavish estate and working alongside him in hell. She’s a staffer at an Embassy, and he’s there to keep them alive. There are bombs and bullets and blood-hungry enemies. And then she’s taken. Gone. Just like his sister. But so much worse.

**Bound by Seduction** Trish McCallan 2015-02-27 Bound By Seduction A woman on the prowl...After three years of grieving, widow Demi Barnes is ready for another relationship—a purely physical relationship. One that won't involve her heart, interfere with her life or tarnish the love she still carries for her beloved husband. Aiden Winchester, her best friend's brother, fits the bill. As an active operator within the elite SEAL program, he's rarely home, and his dangerous career insures she'll lock down any stray feelings for fear he'll break her already fragile heart. And then there's the way his long, lean body, chiseled features and delicious ass launch a full array of tingles, chills and hormonal meltdowns whenever he's near. The problem? Aiden's barely aware she exists. A SEAL on a mission...Aiden Winchester wanted Demi Barnes the moment his sister introduced them, but she was married and off limits. After her husband's death, he battened down his hunger and waited for her to open herself emotionally. But when he discovers the woman he's lusted after for five long years is about to embark on a rebound fling with someone else, it's full steam ahead and all ammunition on deck. The only man Demi will take to bed—or on the kitchen table or up against the wall—is him. And it won't be a short-term fling. A double-edged seduction...On the battlefield of desire every advantage counts, so when a persistent admirer turns stalker, Aiden grabs the opportunity to move in with Demi under the guise of protection. The two square off in a close-quarters battle of the heart—but when
the passion settles and the sheets cool, will their connection prove fleeting or permanent?

**Gambled** Cristin Harber 2013-11-30 Brock Gamble's epic fall from the Titan Group labeled him a traitor. He betrayed his men. He failed his family. And when he thought he'd hit the lowest point, his wife walked out with their children, leaving him alone to drown himself in the bottle. Surviving an abduction didn't end the nightmare for Sarah Gamble. The aftershocks of post-traumatic stress disorder hit her hard. Self-doubt and confusion. Anger and hurt. Running away was an easy escape until Brock shows up on her doorstep offering a trip to paradise and a promise to fix their marriage. Before the couple can search for answers, Brock is pulled back into the very world that Sarah is so scared of--kidnapping, cartels, and guns--and the stakes are too high for either one of them to ignore. "This is another exceptional book in a first-class series. I can't recommend it highly enough." -Karli "Cristin Harber hits it out of the park again! I loved Brock and this novella so much." -Michele S. "Cristin Harber you have done it again! Brock stole my heart at the end of Westin's Chase and Gambled is the continuation of Brock's story." -Amazon Reader "Finished in a couple hours. Yummy, hot sex along with action that filled the other books. Love the way it ended for all involved!" -Amazon Reader "Cristin Harber confuses the story with equal doses of HOT, SWEET, and keeping-it-real. 5 STARS!" -Amazon Reader

The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennitta Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elie James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military, romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance, love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read

**Parentology** Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom...bound to change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger
Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession.

Parentology teaches you everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.

**Hot Zone** Catherine Mann 2011-12-01 "Catherine Mann delivers an emotional and action-packed story that leaves you wanting more." — Sherrilyn Kenyon, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author

HE’LL TAKE ANY MISSION, THE RISKIER THE BETTER... The haunted eyes of pararescue man Hugh Franco should have been her first clue that deep pain roiled beneath the surface. But if Amelia couldn't see the damage, how could she be expected to know he'd break her heart? SHE'LL PROVE TO BE HIS BIGGEST RISK YET... Amelia Bailey's not the kind of girl who usually needs rescuing...but there are anything but usual circumstances. "A powerful, passionate read not to be missed!" — Lori Foster, New York Times Bestselling Author of When You Dare USA Today bestselling author Catherine Mann delivers another hero from the Air Force's celebrated Pararescue Jumpers--"The PJs"-- an ultra-elite force who put themselves at extreme risk in the most dangerous emergencies so that others may live. A sizzling thrill-rise of action and attraction, Hot Zone will leave your pulse pounding.

**Live Wire** Cristin Harber 2016-10-05 Titan Group is expanding. New recruits mean Jared Westin has potential new hires to scrutinize. What he didn’t expect was his very pregnant wife Sugar to finagle her way onto the surveillance team as the prospects were assessed. Her involvement in the simple observation goes dangerously wrong. She and best friend Lexi Black stumble into a problem with Russian mobsters. Sugar is forced to draw on her old ATF tricks, but weeks from her due date, she has no choice but to team up with Bishop O’Kane, a potential-new recruit and Parker Black, Lexi’s hacker husband, who must go undercover. This is special ops novella is packed with high-stakes crime and intrigue, a baby story for Boss Man, and two steamy romances for two of Titan’s favorite couples. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemtion Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides,
Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler
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**Love Flushed** Evie Mitchell 2021-11-18

**Winters Heat** Cristin Harber 2013-09-21 A WOMAN ON A MISSION

After putting her life on the line to protect classified intelligence, military psychologist Mia Kensington is on a cross-country road trip from hell with an intrusive save-the-day hero. Uninterested in his white knight act, she’d rather take her chances without the ruggedly handsome, cold-blooded operative who boasts an alpha complex and too many guns. AND THE MAN SENT TO STOP HER Colby Winters, an elite member of The Titan Group, has a single objective on his black ops mission: recover a document important to national security. It was supposed to be an easy in-and-out operation. But now, by any means necessary becomes a survival mantra when he faces off with a stunning woman he can’t leave behind. MUST PARTNER TO SURVIVE When Titan’s safe houses are compromised, Colby stashes Mia at his home, exposing his secret—he’s the adoptive father of an orphaned baby girl. Too soon, danger arrives and Mia lands in the hands of a sadistic cartel king with a taste for torture. As hours bleed into fear-drenched days, Colby races across the globe and through a firestorm of bullets to save the woman he can’t live without. If they make it out alive, can he reconcile duty and desire? Does Mia trust her heart to a man who willingly walks into kill-zones?

**Savage Secrets** Cassie Edwards 2000 While scouring Wyoming for her outlaw brother in the wake of the Civil War, beautiful Rebecca Veach is taken captive by the Cheyenne and meets their strong but sensitive chief, Blazing Eagle. Reissue.

**Cultural Techniques** Jörg Dünne 2020-08-24 This volume presents the preliminary results of the work carried out by the interdisciplinary cultural techniques research lab at the University of Erfurt. Taking up an impulse from media studies, its contributions examine—from a variety of disciplinary perspectives—the interplay between the formative processes of knowledge and action outlined within the conceptual framework of cultural techniques. Case studies in the fields of history, literary (and media) studies, and the history of science reconstruct seemingly fundamental demarcations such as nature and culture, the human and the nonhuman, and materiality and the symbolical order as the result of concrete practices and operations. These studies reveal that particularly basic operations of spatialization form the very conditions that determine emergence within any cultural order. Ranging from manual and philological "paper work" to practices of opening up and closing off spaces and collective techniques of assembly, these case studies replace the grand narratives of cultural history focusing on micrological
examinations of specific constellations between human and nonhuman actors.

**Winter's Heat** Denise Domning 2014-02-11 A PROUD WOMAN AN ARROGANT MAN A BRUTAL TIME Her years in a nunnery taught Rowena of Benfield many things, but not how to be a wife to the powerful lord who claims her as his bride. She vows never to submit to this aloof and ruthless man. Rannulf of Graistan has been a woman's fool once before and has sworn to never be again, but he cannot refuse the rich estate that this marriage brings him. But a tide of treachery is rising around them and their only hope lies in daring to trust and to love unconditionally.

**Locke and Key** Cristin Harber 2017-05-02 THE STOIC SPECIAL FORCES OPERATOR There’s only one person to blame for darkening the last years of Locke Oliver’s military career: Cassidy Noble. And damn if he doesn’t have to save her from the side of a frozen mountain. Even after the job is done, he can’t shake the woman from his thoughts. He blames her for the deaths in his Army unit so many years ago, and he’s not ready to let that go. It’s driving him to the point of distraction, and now his Titan Group boss says to get his act together or get out. THE FEISTY, FALLEN REPORTER Cassidy is a disgraced journalist, once accused of treason—Or she’s an American hero. It depends on who you ask. She’s on a mission to rebuild her name and started with a simple question but discovered a complex web of spies and possible human trafficking. Titan Group believes in her. Locke does not. Until he can’t deny the truth any longer about the past or what she’s uncovered in her investigation. BECOME AN INSEPARABLE TEAM Cassidy volunteers to go undercover. Locke would do anything to stay by her side as she slips into the network and is sold to the highest bidder. All is going right until everything goes wrong. Nothing is as they expect including falling in love with the woman he thought he hated. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military, romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance,
love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read, journalist, overseas, enemies, lovers, opposites attract, trust, congress, first amendment, rights, political romance, politicians, war, journalism

**Only for Her** Cristin Harber 2015-03-17 Must be read after Only for Him (Only #1) First loves never die but Grayson Ford comes close. Bleeding out in a warzone, he barters with God. Bring him back alive, and he’ll make it right with his girl. All I want is Emma. I need her, and I fight for her memory. A story. A smile. Anything. But it’s all blank. Emma is not his girl anymore. Time has skipped by and life’s been hard. She strips to pay the bills, waitresses to fill the hours between classes and her third job. All while working to be the best mama she can be to the little girl who will never know her daddy. Even though Grayson abandoned her, she mourned his death. Until he calls, and everything she knew was wrong. It’s him. The him that ruined my life. That made my life. That confused my mind to the point that I can’t figure out if I’ve been destroyed or set free. The him that... is... dead. He’s back with one objective—Emma Kingsley—and she never sees it coming. Only for Her is the second installment of the Only series.

**The Titan Series: Military Romance Box Set** Cristin Harber 2014-01-14 Sexy Alpha Heroes in a New Military Romance and Romantic Suspense Series Including: #1 Amazon Romantic Suspense Bestseller Top 100 Bestsellers list for Amazon Kindle, Barnes & Noble Nook, Kobo, iTunes, and All Romance The Titan Series, books 1-5: Winters Heat, Garrison's Creed, Westin's Chase, Gambled, & Chased WINTERS HEAT After putting her life on the line to protect classified intelligence, military psychologist Mia Kensington is on a cross-country road trip from hell with an intrusive save-the-day hero. She'd rather take her chances without the ruggedly handsome, cold-blooded operative who boasts an alpha complex and too many guns. Colby Winters, an elite member of The Titan Group, has a single objective on his black ops mission: recover a document important to national security. It was supposed to be an easy in-and-out operation. But now, by any means necessary becomes a survival mantra when he faces off with a stunning woman he can't leave behind. When Titan's safe houses are compromised, Colby stashes Mia at his home, exposing his secret--he's the adoptive father of an orphaned baby girl. Too soon, danger arrives and Mia lands in the hands of a sadistic cartel king with a taste for torture. As hours bleed into fear-drenched days, Colby races across the globe and through a firestorm of bullets to save the woman he can't live without. GARRISON'S CREED Nicola is an injured CIA agent on the run from a failed undercover operation. Her escape plan shatters when she slams into the man who buried her a decade ago. Cash Garrison. Her first and only love. Now, sexier than her best memory and cradling a sniper's rifle, he has questions she can't answer. Why was she alive? And armed? Cash is an elite member of a black ops organization, The Titan Group. He thought Nicola died his senior year of college and swore off love to focus on a decade of military missions. But when she shows up behind enemy lines, bleeding out and wielding a weapon, his heart and mind are unsure how to proceed. Titan and the CIA join forces to uncover a mole hidden in a network of international terrorists and homegrown mobsters, teaming Cash and Nicola againWhen disaster strikes, Nicola's hidden past makes her the hunted target and Cash's best kill shot may not be enough to save them. WESTIN'S CHASE Jared Westin knows his reputation and likes it. He gets the job done. No emotion. No baggage. That's why his elite ops company, The Titan Group, is better than the best. They complete projects classified as mission impossible. And then, in walks a woman as tough as she is sexy. His counterpart in every way, should he choose to admit it. Ousted undercover ATF agent Lilly Chase only answers to "Sugar." Jared is the only man who can see past her leather-and-lipstick demeanor, and that revelation is terrifying. She was fired for helping Titan on a questionable arrest she should've ignored, then
partnered with Jared’s rival on an assignment in Afghanistan. Saving Sugar isn’t a normal rescue operation. It pits Titan against its rival, Jared against his nemesis. Chasing Sugar’s heart isn’t a simple task, either. She fights him, fights them, always ready to run. Jared must risk his life to save her—the woman whose bravado and surprising sweetness has given him the one thing he never had. Love. GAMBLED Brock Gamble’s epic fall from the Titan Group labeled him a traitor, then his wife walks out the door. Can the couple survive if the only chance of redemption is a fall further into a world of guns and kidnappings? CHASED Jenny Chase and Asher McIntyre: can two hearts on opposite career paths survive while Asher’s enemy seeks to destroy them both?

Bishop's Queen Cristin Harber 2016-10-25 “I can't shake the feeling that somebody's watching me.” One second Ella Leighton’s life was normal—the next, not so much. A social media maven who made her living saving sea turtles, the decision to join a reality TV show was a good one for the cause. But for her... the adjustment wasn’t easy. Her publicist used phrases like online personality. An overnight celebrity. Everyone explained that was why she couldn’t shake the feeling. But none of their excuses could explain the letters. The pictures. And then her stalker crossed the line, triggering the demand for security. Bishop O'Kane didn’t expect to come face-to-face with his ex-girlfriend when Titan sent him on bodyguard duty. The woman he once loved, the same one he walked away from years ago, was now his responsibility. Opposites in every way, they couldn’t be more different, but maybe they had never needed each other more. With the FBI falling short in their investigation, the Titan team must rally around the woman with millions of followers, protecting her from her own as Bishop and Ella forge a path of second chances and forgiveness, unburying the past in order to survive. The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which does not have a reading order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance books full book for adults, romance books, romantic books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military, romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance, love story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance,
bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read, reality star, reality tv star, second chance romance love story, friends to lovers, ex boyfriend, stalker, famous, actress, tv star, new york city, nyc, enviromentalist, vegan, opposites attract, meathead, dog, turtle, honeybee, vlog, vlogger, online celebrity, celebrity, overnight success

**Hot Target** Suzanne Brockmann 2004-12-28 Bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann knows exactly what makes hearts race and pulses pound: peril and passion. No one succeeds more brilliantly at blending these exhilarating elements in breathtaking novels of men and women forced to grapple with the deepest emotions and the highest risks. And there’s no better proof than Hot Target. Like most men of action, Navy SEAL Chief Cosmo Richter never learned how to take a vacation. So when he finds himself facing a month’s leave, he offers his services to Troubleshooters Incorporated. Founded by a former SEAL, the private-sector security firm is a major player in the ongoing war against terrorism, known for carrying out covert missions too volatile for official U.S. military action. But the first case Richter takes on is anything but under the radar. High-profile maverick movie producer Jane Mercedes Chadwick hasn’t quite completed her newest film, but she’s already courting controversy. The World War II epic frankly portrays the homosexuality of a real-life hero—and the storm of advance media buzz surrounding it has drawn the fury of extremist groups. But despite a relentless campaign of angry E-mails, phone calls, and smear tactics, Chadwick won’t be pressured into abandoning the project. Then the harassment turns to death threats. While the FBI appears on the scene, nervous Hollywood associates call in Troubleshooters, and now Chadwick has an army of round-the-clock bodyguards, whether she likes it or not. And she definitely doesn’t. But her stubbornness doesn’t make FBI agent Jules Cassidy’s job any easier. The fiercely independent filmmaker presents yet another emotional obstacle that Cassidy doesn’t need—he’s already in the midst of a personal tug-of-war with his ex-lover, while fighting a growing attraction to Chadwick’s brother. Determined to succeed—and survive—on her own terms, Chadwick will face off with enemies and allies alike. But she doesn’t count on the bond she forms with the quiet, capable Cosmo Richter. Yet even as their feelings bring them closer, the noose of deadly terror all around them draws tighter. And when all hell erupts, desire and desperate choices will collide on a killing ground that may trap them both in the crossfire.